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Figure 1: BimodalGaze enables users to point by gaze and to seamlessly refine the cursor position with head movement. A: In
Gaze Mode, the cursor (yellow) follows where the user looks but may not be sufficiently accurate. B: The pointer automatically
switches into Head Mode (green) when gestural head movement is detected. C: The pointer automatically switches back into
Gaze Mode when the user redirects their attention. Note that the Head Mode is only invoked when needed for adjustment of
the cursor. Any natural head movement associated with a gaze shift is filtered and does not cause a mode switch.

ABSTRACT
Eye gaze is a fast and ergonomic modality for pointing but limited in
precision and accuracy. In this work, we introduce BimodalGaze, a
novel technique for seamless head-based refinement of a gaze cursor.
The technique leverages eye-head coordination insights to separate
natural from gestural head movement. This allows users to quickly
shift their gaze to targets over larger fields of view with naturally
combined eye-head movement, and to refine the cursor position
with gestural head movement. In contrast to an existing baseline,
head refinement is invoked automatically, and only if a target is not
already acquired by the initial gaze shift. Study results show that
users reliably achieve fine-grained target selection, but we observed
a higher rate of initial selection errors affecting overall performance.
An in-depth analysis of user performance provides insight into
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the classification of natural versus gestural head movement, for
improvement of BimodalGaze and other potential applications.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Gaze is natural and fast for pointing at objects across our visual
field, but poor for fine-grained cursor control and selection of detail.
Gaze shifts are highly efficient as they use saccadic eye movement
to quickly align objects of interest over the fovea, in natural coordi-
nation with head movement [Land 2004]. However, alignment over
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a target is not precise and induces uncertainty into gaze estimation,
further exacerbated by calibration and measurement limitations of
eye tracking. As such, a solely gaze-based pointer is problematic
to use with a conventional cursor metaphor for selection. A cursor
will indicate the estimated gaze position but if it is off-target due to
inaccuracy, there is no direct way for the user to nudge the cursor
to the actual gaze position for correct selection [Porta et al. 2010].

A variety of work has addressed gaze inaccuracy by resorting
to another modality for refinement of gaze input. Head pointing,
in particular, is interesting for complementing gaze, as head move-
ment affords stable and precise input while retaining the advantage
of hands-free pointing [Bates and Istance 2003]. Head correction of
gaze has been demonstrated on displays with narrow-field-of-view
(FOV), where gaze shifts were assumed to be performed by the eyes
alone, thus allowing head movement to be treated as independent
input for relative cursor displacement [Jalaliniya et al. 2015; Ku-
rauchi et al. 2015; Kytö et al. 2018; Špakov et al. 2014]. However, eye
movement research has shown that only small gaze shifts are per-
formed solely with eye movement, whereas more significant shifts
naturally feature head movement to reach targets and maintain a
comfortable eye-in-head position [Freedman and Sparks 2000; Land
2004]. It is therefore not straightforward to use head movement for
gaze correction, in particular when gaze is considered for pointing
across a larger FOV, such as on large displays, across devices, or in
virtual and augmented reality (VR/AR).

In this work, we introduce BimodalGaze as a novel technique
for gaze pointing with seamless head refinement. At the heart
of the technique is a distinction between head movement that is
natural in terms of eye-head coordination of gaze shifts, and head
movement that we adopt as gestural as it is independent from gaze.
As illustrated in Figure 1, users point primarily with gaze (A) but
can seamlessly transition to refine the cursor position (B). The Head
Mode for refinement is automatically invoked when gestural head
movement is detected, while users are free to use natural head
movement in Gaze Mode (C).

BimodalGaze is a generic gaze pointing technique. However, a
key motivation was to support precise pointing over larger fields
of view, and we therefore implemented and studied the technique
in VR. We compared our technique with Eye+Head Pinpointing as a
recent baseline for head-assisted gaze pointing, with the primary
difference that the pinpointing technique relies on manual toggling
between gaze pointing and head refinement modes. BimodalGaze
overcomes the need for a manual switch but depends on effective
detection of gestural head movement. While users were able to re-
liably achieve fine-grained selection we observed a comparatively
higher rate of initial input error that affected selection time. We
provide a detailed analysis of participant behaviour with our tech-
nique that gives insight into different causes for error and how they
relate to design choices.

The contributions over our work thus comprise the Bimodal-
Gaze technique for precise hands-free pointing as well as insights
into natural versus gestural head movement of wider relevance to
interaction design with eye and head movement.

2 RELATEDWORK
Gaze is fast in comparison with other pointing modalities but inher-
ently limited in precision and accuracy. This has spurred design of
techniques where gaze is combined with a complementary modality.
MAGIC pointing is an early example, where gaze moves a cursor
close to a target upon which the selection is completed with mouse
input [Zhai et al. 1999], and Gaze-shifting demonstrated the same
principle for direct touch and pen input [Pfeuffer et al. 2015]. How-
ever, the underlying conceptual model is to use gaze to support the
manual input, and the design of the techniques enforces that gaze
stops short of directly selecting a target. In contrast, techniques
such as Look&Touch [Stellmach and Dachselt 2012] and Cursor-
shift [Pfeuffer and Gellersen 2016] are based on a gaze-centric
model, where gaze makes the initial selection which is then refined
with touch input. Our design of BimodalGaze follows a gaze-centric
model with gaze as primary pointing mode, and head pointing as
complementary modality that is only used when the gaze input
requires refinement.

A range of works have compared and integrated eye and head
movement. In comparison, eye movement is faster and requires
less energy, while head motion is more stable and affords better
control [Bates and Istance 2003; Blattgerste et al. 2018; Kytö et al.
2018; Qian and Teather 2017]. Look&Lean was first to demonstrate
combined use for gaze-centric precise pointing, but limited to use
of lateral head motion observed by an eye tracker as corrective
input [Špakov et al. 2014]. Other work, such as HMAGIC, has been
based on models of gaze-assisted head-pointing [Jalaliniya et al.
2015; Kurauchi et al. 2015]. Pinpointing compared head versus eyes
as primary pointing modes, and a variety of techniques for sub-
sequent selection refinement [Kytö et al. 2018]. An assumption
underlying these works is that eye and head are independent as
inputs. This is problematic as gaze involves natural eye-head coor-
dination, where the movement of the eyes and head are coupled in
performing gaze shifts and stabilising gaze on targets [Bizzi 1974;
Guitton and Volle 1987]. BimodalGaze, in contrast, allows for nat-
ural head support in the gaze mode while separate gestural head
movement is detected for refinement.

The recent work on Pinpointing is particularly relevant to ours,
as it explored combined eye and head pointing in a head-mounted
display [Kytö et al. 2018]. Their work showed that head correc-
tion of gaze can be preferable even if manual input is available,
as it is as effective and less effort compared to manual raycasting.
Among the specific techniques proposed, Eye+Head Pinpointing
is similar to BimodalGaze in providing distinct modes for gaze
versus head control of the cursor, and was therefore adopted as
baseline for comparison. However, the technique differs from ours
in requiring manual toggling between the pointing modes, whereas
BimodalGaze is designed to make the switch implicit and seamless.

There is numerous other work addressing limited gaze accuracy,
with zooming [Lankford 2000], incremental disambiguation [Lut-
teroth et al. 2015] or specialist cursors that can be nudged via gaze
buttons [Porta et al. 2010]. These techniques can be implemented
with gaze alone but are slow as they require additional interaction
steps. BimodalGaze has in common with these techniques that it is
hands-free but it complements gaze with small head movement for
more efficient cursor refinement.
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Figure 2: BimodalGaze state diagram.

For the design of BimodalGaze, we are leveraging insight from
the eye-head coordination literature [Bizzi 1974; Freedman 2008;
Guitton and Volle 1987; Land 2004]. Small gaze shifts may be
achieved by eye movement alone but generally the head contributes
to gaze. The eyes have a physical range of about 50 degrees to left
and right but rarely rotate beyond 30 degrees [Stahl 1999]. Head
movement supports gaze to reach further and to maintain a com-
fortable eye-in-head position [Land and Tatler 2012]. The temporal
relationship between eye and supporting head movement is com-
plex. The head is slower to start and follow the eyes toward target.
During a gaze shift, head movement augments the saccadic move-
ment of the eye, such that the movements are additive toward
reaching the target [Guitton and Volle 1987]. When a gaze target
has been reached by the eyes, the head will typically continue
to move while the eyes fixate the target by performing compen-
satory eye movement in the opposite direction, mediated by the
vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) [Tweed et al. 1995]. It is therefore not
straightforward to switch from gaze to refinement mode once the
eyes have reached the target.

There are also a number of studies of eye-head movement in
virtual reality that inform this work. In contrast to natural viewing,
head-mounted displays limit the user’s view. This has been observed
to lead to less eye rotation and a comparatively larger contribution
of head movement to gaze shifts [Kollenberg et al. 2010; Pfeil et al.
2018]. For this work, we specifically built on quantitative insight
into eye, head and torso coordination from a recent study of gaze
shifts in VR [Sidenmark and Gellersen 2019a]. That work informs
the criteria we use to filter gestural head movement from head
movement that is naturally coupled with gaze.

Even though the head naturally contributes to gaze, there has
been only little work in the field that builds on insight into eye-
head coordination. One application area is in gaze models for virtual
characters, with the aim to generate realistic gaze [Itti et al. 2006]
or aiding animators in creating specific communicative effects (e.g.,
glances out of the corner of eye) [Pejsa et al. 2016]. Here, gaze is typ-
ically rendered as eyes-only when gaze shifts are below a threshold
of 10-15◦, and coupled with head movement otherwise [Ruhland
et al. 2015]. Recent work also introduced a distinction of eyes-only
versus head-supported gaze for point and dwell input [Sidenmark
and Gellersen 2019b]. Other work has build on coordinated eye
and head movement for estimation of gaze depth and target disam-
biguation in 3D interfaces [Mardanbegi et al. 2019a,b].

Figure 3: Typical situationwithout headmovement filtering.
A: The user use a gaze cursor (yellow) for pointing. B: The
user moves their gaze and pointer onto the target. C: The
user’s gaze stays on target while performing a head move-
ment as a natural part of the gaze shift. The pointer thus
switches to head pointing (green) which drags the cursor
away from the target during the natural head movement.

3 BIMODALGAZE
BimodalGaze uses gaze as the primary modality for quick, effortless
and hands-free pointer control. When gaze is not accurate or stable
enough for selection, BimodalGaze allows automatic switching to
head pointing when users perform deliberate head movements for
further pointer refinement. See Figure 2 for a system overview.

BimodalGaze leverages eye-head coordination insights to deter-
mine if a head movement is gestural for refinement; or a natural
movement during a gaze shift. When a head movement is classified
as natural, it is ignored and the user’s gaze controls the pointer.
When the movement is classified as gestural, BimodalGaze switches
to head pointing for further pointer refinement. We define two cri-
teria to differentiate natural from gestural head movements:

(1) A natural headmovement starts tl ms after an eyemovement.
(2) A natural head movement will move in a similar direction

to the prior eye movement (θGH ).

The first criterion relates to the timing of head movements. Nat-
ural head movements are used to further the range of the eyes or
to move the eyes into a comfortable position [Tweed et al. 1995].
Research has shown natural head movement occurs at the same
time as, or a shortly after, the initial eye movement to maintain a
comfortable eye-in-head position [Sidenmark and Gellersen 2019a].
If the head does not move within a certain time (tl ) after an eye
movement we can assume that the head movement is gestural. Sec-
ondly, as the purpose of natural head movements is to increase the
eyes’ reach, or to move the eyes closer to their central position, it
is reasonable to believe that a natural head movement will move
in a similar direction as the eyes. As such, if the angular difference
between the trajectory of the eyes and head (dGH ) are within a
certain range (θGH ), we assume the head movement to be natural.

Switching to Head Mode is suppressed during a deliberate gaze
movement, which we define as any gaze movement over a velocity
ofGvel . Alternatively, the system will switch back to Gaze Mode if
the distance between the gaze and pointer position, dGP , is greater
than θGP (measured in visual angle). The latter condition is to
prevent the cursor becoming too detached from the gaze due to
misclassification of head movement (e.g. a natural movement de-
tected as gestural fig. 3), or due to eye movements which are not
detected as a deliberate gaze movement.
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Figure 4: Angular difference between eye and head trajec-
tory during a gaze shift. The zone within the lines represent
90% of all gaze shifts with accompanied head movement.

3.1 Implementation
We implemented BimodalGaze in VR. The selection of thresholds
has a large impact on BimodalGaze’s behaviour and requires care-
ful consideration. For saccade detection, Gvel was set to 160◦/sec
which is a relatively high value to avoid unintentional switches
to Gaze Mode during refinement caused by corrective saccades,
vestibulo-ocular reflex, or smooth pursuit eye movements. The sen-
sitivity of head movement detection,Hvel , was set to 15◦/sec , to be
low enough to detect smaller head movements but high enough to
ignore minor unintentional head shifts caused by the user. We based
tl and θGH on prior work on eye-head coordination in VR. Siden-
mark and Gellersen found that head movements generally start
moving 150ms after the eye movement [Sidenmark and Gellersen
2019a], therefore we set tl to 150 ms. We used the data from Siden-
mark and Gellersen’s work to calculate the angular difference be-
tween the eye and head trajectory (fig. 4). We found that for 90%
of all gaze shifts with accompanying head movement, the eye and
head trajectory were within 20◦ of each other. As such, we set θGH
to 20◦. Finally, we set θGP to 10◦, so that users can freely adjust
the pointer position, while not being able to move the pointer too
far out in the periphery.

4 EVALUATION
We conducted a user study in VR to evaluate BimodalGaze and
gather insights regarding its performance and user feedback. The
flexibility of BimodalGaze raises the question of how often users
transition to HeadMode, and how often selections can bemadewith
gaze only under different conditions. We also want to assess how
effective the automatic switching of BimodalGaze is, by comparing
it with the Eye+Head Pinpointing technique, where the switch from
gaze pointing to refinement via head movement is done manually
by the user via a button click [Kytö et al. 2018].

4.1 Task
Participants were required to select spherical targets with a di-
ameter of 3◦ at 2m distance. From a central starting position, tar-
gets were found in one of eight directions (cardinal and intercardi-
nal) at three target distances (10, 25, 40◦). Smaller target distances
are within reach of gaze and do not necessitate head movement,

Figure 5: The different accuracy error distributions used for
each accuracy condition. Note that the minimum value of
Acc. 1 and maximum value of Acc. 3 was restricted to 0◦ and
5◦ respectively.

whereas we would expect users to move their heads naturally to-
wards the larger targets. The accuracy of the eye tracker could
dictate how much the techniques rely on Head Mode. We inves-
tigated this effect by artificially inducing an offset into the eye
tracker’s gaze estimation to simulate different levels of eye tracker
accuracy. For each trial we select a random gaze accuracy from
one of three normal distributions. The accuracy distributions were
varied to cover a range that included both minor and significant
accuracy errors, see Figure 5. The direction of the induced eye
tracking accuracy error was randomly selected for each trial.

To begin a trial, the participant had to align a visible cross-shaped
head pointer and their gaze with a central starting target (2◦ di-
ameter). After 500ms, a spherical target appeared at one of the 24
predefined positions, chosen in random order. Participants were
instructed to select the target as precisely and quickly as possible.

The user study employed a within-subjects design, with inde-
pendent variables and levels as follows:

• Technique: BimodalGaze, Eye+Head Pinpointing
• Gaze estimation accuracy: Acc. 1, Acc. 2, Acc. 3
• Target direction: Up, Down, Right, Left, Up-right, Up-left,
Down-right, Down-left

• Target distance: 10, 25, 40◦

For each technique, each participant completed 3 blocks (one for
each gaze estimation accuracy) of 72 trials (8 directions x 3 distances
x 3 repetitions). Half of participants performed Pinpointing first
followed by BimodalGaze, and the other half performed the reverse.
As such, the total number of trials per participant was 2 Techniques
x 3 Blocks x 72 Trials = 432.

4.2 Apparatus
The techniques and task were developed in Unity version 2017.4.3.
An HTC Vive with an integrated Tobii Pro Eye Tracker and data out-
put frequency of 120Hz was used to record eye and head movement.
We used the directional vectors of the eyes and head to calculate
movements. We were able to record data at a mean gaze accuracy
of 0.981 ± 0.232◦ and a mean gaze precision of 0.427 ± 0.152◦. The
standard hand-held controller of the HTC Vive was used for manual
input. In BimodalGaze, a cursor was always visible to show the
current pointing position. The cursor colour was used to show if
the pointer was currently in Gaze Mode (yellow) or Head Mode
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(green). A selection was made by pressing the hand-controller track-
pad. As described by Kytö et al., the Head Mode of the Pinpoint-
ing technique was triggered by pressing and holding down the
hand-controller trackpad and a selection was made by releasing
the trackpad. The cursor was only visible during the refinement
stage for Pinpointing [Kytö et al. 2018].

4.3 Procedure
We recruited 12 participants (8 male, 4 female, age: 25.42 ± 2.91)
for our user study. Ten participants reported none or occasional
VR experience, while two participants reported weekly VR experi-
ence. Eleven participants reported none or occasional eye tracking
experience, while one reported daily eye tracking experience. Par-
ticipants first signed a consent form and answered a demographic
questionnaire. The participants were then seated and put on the
HMD and handed the controller. The user study consisted of six
test sessions, where the participants performed the task with one
technique and one accuracy condition per session. The partici-
pants performed a five-point eye tracking calibration before each
test session. The order of technique and accuracy conditions was
counterbalanced with a Latin square. After each test session, partic-
ipants removed the HMD and filled out a post-task questionnaire
consisting of seven 5-point Likert items based on common usabil-
ity factors (Precision, Ease, Learnability, Concentration, Physical
effort, Frustration, Accurate switching), and were offered the op-
portunity to rest. A semi-structured interview was conducted after
each completed task. The study took 45 minutes to complete.

4.4 Analysis
For each trial we measured the completion time, incorrect selec-
tions, time spent in Head Mode and total head movement. We
conducted a four-way repeated-measures ANOVA (α = .05) for
performance metrics with interaction technique, gaze estimation
accuracy, direction and distance as independent variables. When
the assumption of sphericity was violated (tested with Mauchly’s
test), we used Greenhouse-Geisser corrected values in the analy-
sis. The post-hoc tests were conducted using pairwise t-tests with
Bonferroni corrections. Usability Likert-scale data was analysed
with Friedman tests with Bonferroni-corrected Wilcoxon tests for
post-hoc analysis.

5 RESULTS
In this section we analyse performance metrics for BimodalGaze
and Pinpointing. For BimodalGaze we investigate how often refine-
ment is required for selection, and reflect on this in our analysis of
error rates and selection time.

5.1 Refinement
BimodalGaze provides the flexibility to use gaze pointing when it
is sufficient, or to enter Head Mode when necessary. Out of all 2594
selections made with BimodalGaze, 454 (17.5%) were made in Gaze
Mode and 2138 (82.5%) were made in Head Mode. Further insights
(Table 1a) showed that both eye tracker accuracy and target distance
affects the prevalence of Gaze Mode selections for BimodalGaze.
Lower eye tracking accuracy and further target distances led to

Table 1: Prevalence of BimodalGaze selections and errors
made in Gaze Mode based on accuracy error and target dis-
tance.

(a) Gaze Mode Selections
10◦ 25◦ 40◦ Total

Acc. 1 53.1% 33.7% 17.5% 34.7%
Acc. 2 19.1% 14.9% 11.8% 15.3%
Acc. 3 1.7% 2.4% 3.5% 2.5%

Total 24.7% 17.0% 10.9% 17.5%

(b) Gaze Mode Errors
10◦ 25◦ 40◦ Total

Acc. 1 65.2% 58.5% 50.0% 58.5%
Acc. 2 61.8% 51.4% 68.8% 60.4%
Acc. 3 26.1% 41.9% 50.0% 40.2%

Total 55.3% 52.1% 56.3% 54.4%

more selections made in Head Mode. Direction had no effect on the
prevalence of selections made in Gaze or Head Mode.

5.2 Error Rate
All participants completed all trials with both Pinpointing and
BimodalGaze. As such, we define an error as when the participant
missed the target prior to a correct selection. We report the number
of errors as the error rate, i.e. the number of trials resulting in an
error divided by the total number of trials (fig. 6).

We found no significant four-way or three way-interactions.
However, we found a significant Technique × Accuracy two-way
interaction (F1.33,14.66=7.17, p=.012). Investigation of simple main
effects revealed the error rate for Pinpointing was unaffected by
eye tracking accuracy (F2,22=2.26, p=.128). However, the error rate
significantly decreased for BimodalGaze as eye tracking accuracy
decreased (F2,22=5.94, p=.009). Looking across techniques at each
level of accuracy showed that Pinpointing had fewer errors than
BimodalGaze at Acc. 1 (F1,11=52.15,p<.001), and Acc. 2 (F1,11=28.06,
p<.001), but not at Acc. 3 (F1,11=1.47, p=.250).

We also found a significant Technique × Distance interaction
(F2,22=8.46,p=.002). Distance had a significant simplemain effect on
Pinpointing (F2,22=5.89, p=.009), revealing that participants made
more errors as the distance increased. This could have been caused
by the increase in head motion at larger distances, and thus the
increased risk of timing issues between clicking and head move-
ment, see fig. 3. For BimodalGaze, distance had no effect on error
rate (F2,22=1.94, p=.168). Looking at individual distances, we found
Pinpointing resulted in significantly fewer error than BimodalGaze
at 10◦ (F1,11=44.23, p<.001) and 25◦ distance (F1,11=59.99, p<.001),
but not at 40◦ distance (F1,11=3.01, p=.110).

Further investigation of errors made with BimodalGaze revealed
over half were made in Gaze Mode, see Table 1b. Based on this
finding, we investigated the number of errors made in Head Mode

Figure 6: Mean error rate. Error bars represents mean 95%
confidence interval.
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Figure 7: Mean selection time. Error bars represents mean
95% confidence interval.

for BimodalGaze by calculating the error rates based on trials in
which HeadMode was used, and in which an error was made during
Head Mode. A three-way repeated measures ANOVA of Technique
× Accuracy × Distance, revealed no significant difference between
techniques for error rate (Pinpointing: 5.8% ± 0.9%, BimodalGaze:
7.2% ± 0.9%). We also found significant two-way interactions for
Technique × Distance (F2,22=10.21, p=.001) and Technique × Ac-
curacy (F1.4,15.1=4.13, p=.05). Further investigation of the simple
main effects revealed that Pinpointing had significantly lower error
rate for the highest accuracy condition comparedwith BimodalGaze
(Pinpointing: 4.5%, BimodalGaze: 10%, p=.018).

5.3 Selection Time
We were interested in how automating the switch between Gaze
and Head Mode affects selection time. We define selection time
as the time between the start of a trial to a successful selection,
irrespective to the amount of prior incorrect selections.

We found no significant interactions for selection time. Tech-
nique had a significant main effect (F1,11=5.17, p=.044) where Pin-
pointing was significantly faster overall than BimodalGaze (Fig. 7a).
However, the mean overall difference was only 140ms. Accuracy
also had a significant main effect (F2,22=46.84, p<.001) where a
lower accuracy, and therefore a higher reliance on Head Mode, lead
to higher selection times. Post hoc-tests showed significant differ-
ences at all levels (all p<=0.38). Finally, Distance had a main effect
(F2,22=61.52, p<.001). Unsurprisingly, higher distance lead to sig-
nificantly higher selection time. Post-hoc tests showed significant
differences between all levels (all p<=.001).

Similarly to error rate, we analysed the average selection time
for all trials in which Head Mode was used to select the target with
BimodalGaze (and thus discard trials when selection was made
only with gaze) using a three-way repeated measures ANOVA
of Technique × Accuracy × Distance. We found BimodalGaze’s
selection time was significantly slower than Pinpointing by 220ms
when we discounted selections made using only gaze (Pinpointing:
1.44±.56s , BimodalGaze: 1.66±.95s , F1,11=11.57, p=.006).

5.4 Refinement Time
We excluded the trials where no refinement was used to investigate
the average time spent in Head Mode for each technique (fig. 8).
We found a main effect of Technique which showed users spend
significantly more time in Head Mode with Pinpointing (0.75s) com-
pared to BimodalGaze (0.65s) (F1,11=15.78, p=.002). In Pinpointing
the pointer is not visible before the user clicks the button to enter

Figure 8: Mean refinement time for trials where refinement
was used. Error bars represents 95% confidence interval.

Head Mode, which could lead to participants spending more time
finding and processing the pointer position at the start of refine-
ment stage. BimodalGaze’s lower refinement time combined with
its higher selection time compared to Pinpointing, suggests that
the switching could be further optimised. Eye tracking accuracy
(F2,22=44.25, p<.001) and Distance (F2,22=71.20, p<.001) also had
significant main effects. Post-hoc tests showed that decreasing ac-
curacy or increasing distance leads to more refinement time for
both techniques (all p<.001).

5.5 Head Movement
Investigation into head movement during trials showed showed
no significant interactions (fig. 9). Significant main effects of Accu-
racy (F2,22=31.55, p<.001) and Distance (F1.26,13.87=101.39, p<.001),
indicate that lower eye tracking accuracy, or larger distances led
to more head movement for both techniques. Direction seemed to
have no effect on the prevalence of selections in Gaze Mode. This
demonstrates that users did not need to perform significantly larger
head movements for BimodalGaze compared with Pinpointing.

5.6 Qualitative results
Friedman tests on usability ratings showed significant differences
on all metrics except learnability, however Bonferroni corrected
Wilcoxon post-hoc tests showed no significant differences between
conditions. In general, participant preferences were split between
the two techniques (BimodalGaze: 5, Pinpointing: 7), with each
offering unique advantages.

Participants praised the seamless switching of BimodalGaze
which was "effortless" (P1), and because "it worked all the time
and I did not have to do anything" (P11). The automatic switching
betweenmodes did not appear to work as well for some participants,
which appeared "a bit random" (P4). Participants also noted that

Figure 9: Mean head movement. Error bars represents mean
95% confidence interval.
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Figure 10: Trial examples of selections made with BimodalGaze.

the technique worked better for conditions with low eye tracker ac-
curacy where "head movement was more pronounced which made
the clutch control feel more natural" (P11), because for conditions
with high eye tracking accuracy "I only had to do a small head
movement, which was not always identified by the system" (P11).
Participants also positively mentioned BimodalGaze’s continuous
feedback which provided opportunities to make informed decisions
of whether to enter Head Mode - "I knew immediately if and how
I should adjust the pointer" (P5). However, participants also men-
tioned that the continuous feedback could be distracting "especially
when the eyes were controlling the cursor" (P2) or "when the eye
tracker was inaccurate" (P12).

For Pinpointing, the main advantage was that participants felt
"more in control [because] I decided when to show the feedback"
(P2) because of the manual mode switching, which in turn meant
for some "it was easier to select the target" (P10). However, some
participants expressed difficulties with timing their button presses.
P5 stated "I would move my gaze towards the object and then start
aligning my head. During this time I would press the button which
resulted in me overshooting the target and then having to readjust.
Sometimes, I would also press the button preemptively and then
realise that my gaze is still at the centre", a point reiterated by P11
"I found that I pressed the button too early. I would press the button
too early so that the cursor was in the wrong place or the head
would drag the cursor away from the target."

5.7 Participant Behaviour
Based on our analysis and feedback, we further investigated indi-
vidual trials to unveil participants’ selection and gaze behaviour
during pointing and selection using BimodalGaze (fig. 10). From
this in-depth investigation, we found interesting characteristics of
how eye tracker accuracy and system thresholds affected selection.

We observed users pausing to assess whether or not to enter
Head Mode before making a gestural head movement. If a natural

head shift was not needed to reach the target comfortably, par-
ticipants would perform a gaze shift, assess the pointer position
and then perform a gestural head shift (e.g. fig. 10a). Likewise, in
the event of a natural head movement, users would stop or signifi-
cantly slow down their natural head movement before performing
a gestural head movement – they would very rarely transition from
natural to gestural during a single head movement (e.g. fig. 10b).

Participants performedmore selection errors in conditions where
Gaze Mode was initially used for selection, see Table 1b. A com-
mon situation that leads to errors in Gaze Mode was the natural
overshooting (e.g. fig. 10c) or undershooting (e.g. fig. 10d) of the
primary saccade which may last up to 500 ms [Bahill et al. 1975].
This, combined with the eye tracking accuracy error, may cause the
pointer to appear on the target when the participant’s gaze was not.
This situation may cause the user to press the button for selection -
which according to the Keystroke-Level Model proposed by Card,
Moran, and Newell [Card et al. 1980] could take anywhere between
80-280ms. However, by the time the button press was registered by
the system, the users’ gaze had moved onto the target, which in turn
moves the pointer outside the target. This situation is more com-
mon for conditions with higher eye tracking accuracy, and not as
prevalent for low accuracy conditions because the eye tracking ac-
curacy error is larger than the error induced by over/undershooting,
and as such the pointer rarely appears on the target.

We also found that our choice of a higher value forHvel led to an
inability of BimodalGaze to identify small gestural head movements
for small refinements. As such users would rely entirely on Gaze
Mode, which either caused incorrect selections (e.g. fig. 10e) or
resulted in exaggerated head movements (e.g. fig. 10f). The latter
led to overshooting the target when in Head Mode, which in turn
led to unsuccessful selections as participants attempted to select
the target whilst in the process of overshooting (fig. 10g, h). This
phenomenon is more common when the eye tracking accuracy was
higher, as only very small head movements would be needed for
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accurate refinement, and may explain the significant difference in
error rate we see between the techniques for the highest eye tracker
accuracy condition.

6 DISCUSSION
The study results validate the principal approach of distinguishing
between natural and gestural head movement for head-refinement
of a gaze cursor. The comparative evaluation against a manually
switched technique points to performance limitations that we dis-
cuss below. However, the headline results are:

• Users are effective with BimodalGaze. All participants suc-
cessfully completed all selection tasks. When initial selec-
tions were off-target (i.e. counted as error in the study), users
had no problem correcting their input.

• BimodalGaze demonstrates that gestural head movement
can be reliably differentiated from natural head movements
that are implicit with gaze, and harnessed as explicit input.
Our work shows that the switching between gaze and head
modes can be automated using the underlying knowledge
of the way in which our head movement supports gaze.

• BimodalGaze enables selection of targets that users are not
able to successfully acquire with gaze alone. Despite only ac-
counting for 17.5% of selections, gaze-only errors accounted
for over 50% of errors. This highlights that with gaze alone,
users may not be able to select a target at all if the eye
tracking accuracy is too poor, while our results show that
participants are able to select all targets successfully with
BimodalGaze, irrespective of scale of eye tracking error.

Compared to Pinpointing, BimodalGaze automates the mode
switch between gaze and head input. The advantage is that our
technique does not require explicit input for mode-switching, re-
sulting in a more seamless transition. This also avoids the need for
an additional input modality such as manual input in Pinpointing.
Note that in our study, BimodalGaze was combined with a button
click for selection confirmation. However, it could also be combined
with alternate confirmation techniques such as dwelling to make
the whole selection hands-free. This can be useful in situations
where the hands are busy or unavailable.

A second feature by which BimodalGaze is different from Pin-
pointing is that head-refinement is optional rather than enforced.
As our results show, over half of selections were made by gaze alone
when eye tracker error was lower and target distance shorter. This
validates the design choice in principle. However, 54.4% of selec-
tions made in gaze mode were off-target and required correction,
which compromised the advantage and led to users spending longer
time in gaze mode. Users made errors in gaze mode as a result of
premature selection whilst under/overshooting the target. Clearer
pointing feedback, such as target highlighting, or target acquisition
techniques (e.g. BubbleCursor [Grossman and Balakrishnan 2005])
could be used to improve this aspect. In the latter case, Head Mode
would be necessary in cases where the size of the bubble exceeds
the density of the targets.

In performance comparison, BimodalGaze was on average slower
for selection than Pinpointing, though not substantially (≈ 140 ms).
This was due to longer time spent in gaze mode, while BimodalGaze
was faster in HeadMode (≈100ms). Overall, there was no significant

difference in error rate in Head Mode. However, the error rate
with BimodalGaze dropped when eye tracking error increased, and
users made fewer errors than with Pinpointing when eye tracking
error was highest. This indicates that our technique is particularly
beneficial when eye tracking accuracy is poor.

The performance results suggest the mode switching could be
further optimised. The time spend in gaze mode can be reduced by
techniques that address premature selection, as discussed above.
Another area of improvement are the criteria for entering Head
Mode. The low Hvel resulted in difficulties entering Head Mode
when only small movements were required, and in turn causes
the head to overshoot as a result of exaggerated head movement.
We selected a value of Hvel heuristically to minimise consistent
mode switching. Optimisation ofHvel , or use of more sophisticated
techniques (e.g. accuracy-dependent thresholds), could alleviate
this problem. Instead of a rule-based approach as used in this work,
machine learning could be adopted for classifying head movements,
or to optimise the system’s parameters.

The distinction of natural and gestural head movements makes
it possible to attach different behaviours to objects that take gestu-
ral head movement as input while avoiding unwanted behaviours
caused by natural head movements. In BimodalGaze, we used ges-
tural head movements to refine a gaze cursor but other mappings
are possible. For example, assuming that gaze pointing is accurate
enough, gestural head movements could be used to manipulate
(scaling, rotating, etc.) gazed on objects.

All our results were obtained in VR. However, we do not expect
this to limit the applicability of BimodalGaze, as the technique
builds on eye-head coordination behaviours that are consistent
with observations in real-world tasks [Land and Tatler 2012]. Head
movement is more common when interactions span a wider FOV,
for instance on large screens or across devices, but BimodalGaze
is also applicable with narrower FOV displays where natural head
movements is less prevalent.

7 CONCLUSION
In this work we introduced BimodalGaze, a novel technique for
fine-grained control of a gaze cursor. The technique enables users to
refine a gaze-cursor with head movement and is entirely hands-free,
which is useful for situations where the hands are busy or unavail-
able. The transition from a gaze mode for initial cursor placement
to refinement by head movement is implicit, based on detection
of gestural head movement, which is significant as it removes the
need for any manual or other explicit input thus making the process
more seamless. Evaluation of the technique highlights advantages
of the technique in particular when eye tracking accuracy is poor
but also points to performance limitations in the present implemen-
tation, which this work addressed with in-depth analysis of user
performance and errors observed. This not only provides insight
for improvement of BimodalGaze, but also generally into the classi-
fication of gestural versus natural head movement. The notion of
classifying natural and gestural head movements extends beyond
refinement of a pointer, opening up new opportunities for mapping
gestural head movement without affecting the head’s natural ability
to support gaze.
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